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Scaling down motor memories: de-adaptation after motor learning
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Abstract

Although adaptation to novel motor tasks is sometimes a very slow process, de-adaptation is usually extremely rapid. Such rapid de-
adaptation is seen in dynamic learning in which subjects can take hundreds of movements to learn a novel force environment but only a few
movements to de-adapt back to a normal or “null” force environment. We investigated whether this effect is unique to the null environment or
reveals a more general rapid adaptation mechanism by studying how subjects behave when their dynamic environment changes. We observed
that after learning a dynamic force field, subjects took longer to de-adapt when the forces were turned off than to adapt to a novel scaled-down
version of the experienced field. This demonstrates that rapid adaptation is not unique to the “null” force environment. Moreover, we examined
subjects’ ability to adapt from a learned field to either a scaled down field or to a field in which the sign of the forces changed. Even though
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n both conditions the required change in force output was identical, subjects were significantly faster at adapting to the scaled
he result suggests that rapid de-adaptation reflects a capacity to scale down the relative contribution of existing control modules t
utput.
2004 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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hile it may take a human subject several hundred move-
ents to learn certain dynamic perturbations, normal behav-

or is often restored within a few movements after the per-
urbation is removed[7,13]. This asymmetry between the
ate of adaptation to a novel dynamic perturbation and adap-
ation back to the normal situation (termed de-adaptation)
ight be explained if the CNS is viewed as having access to
“null” control module for the unperturbed arm in addition

o an auxiliary module, located in working memory, for the
ynamic perturbation. De-adaptation could then be achieved
y switching off the auxiliary module.

Rapid adaptation to a previously experienced dynamic en-
ironment is not limited to returning to an unperturbed dy-
amic environment. Subjects also adapt rapidly when they
eturn to a perturbation experienced several hours earlier.
rashers-Krug et al.[3] had subjects learn an initial dynamic
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field and then, after a short break, an equal and opposite
On returning to the first field their performance was initia
poor and they learned slowly. In contrast, when several h
were allowed to pass between learning the fields, adap
back to the first field became rapid. The passage of tim
tween exposures allows memory of the first field to bec
more stable orconsolidate[14,15]. This suggests that th
memory of the unperturbed arm can be regarded as a co
idated module that is typically acquired by adulthood[7].

In our first experiment we aimed to determine whe
rapid adaptation is unique to thoroughly consolidated
namics, like those of the unperturbed arm. Our subjects
reaching movements in novel dynamic environments ge
ated by a robotic manipulandum. Subjects learned a fielC)
immediately before exposure to either a field of one-t
the strength (C/3) or to the “null” field (i.e., the robot’s mo
tor were turned off). In the null field the forces acting on
hand due to the passive properties of the manipulandum
small, so that moving in this condition was similar, altho
not identical, to moving the arm freely. We show that the t
sition from fieldC to the novel fieldC/3 is faster than the tra
304-3940/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.neulet.2004.08.003
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sition from fieldC to the null field, despite subjects having
never previously experienced fieldC/3. This demonstrated
that rapid adaptation is not a property unique to consolidated
fields. Since adaptation toC/3 was faster than re-adaptation
to null we hypothesize that subjects were able to scale down
their representation of fieldC to rapidly adapt to bothC/3 and
null. This would explain why both transitions were learned
rapidly, and why adaptation toC/3 was faster.

In a second experiment we investigated switching between
novel fields acting in opposite directions. We know that sub-
jects transition between novel opposing fields slowly relative
to de-adaptation to null[13], but this might reflect the greater
distance between opposing fields in terms of experienced
force (for example the distance fromC to −C is twice that
of from C to null). We were also interested in whether sub-
jects were able to scale or negate their representation of a field
on initial adaptation or subsequent exposures (re-adaptation).
Our subjects learned a force field (A), a new force field (B)
and then returned to the first field (A). FieldB could either
act in the same or the opposite direction to fieldA, but in both
conditions the difference between fieldAandBwas identical
in terms of the change in force experienced. We found that
rapid adaptation is limited to transitions to scaled down fields
acting in the same direction and suggest that de-adaptation
to null is a manifestation of this behavior.

Thirty-four healthy right-handed subjects (aged 19–27)
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zontal plane. Subjects were instructed to move their hand out
to the target and back to the starting position in a single, quick,
continuous motion and were asked not to make corrective ad-
justments during the movement. A delay of 1.5 s separated
the completion of one trial and the presentation of the next
target. A warning message was displayed in the workspace
immediately following any movement which took less than
500 ms or more than 700 ms to complete. The targets were
presented in sets of eight movements called “cycles”, and the
directions were randomized within a cycle. Prior to begin-
ning the experiment all subjects performed a familiarization
block of 40 trials in which the manipulandum did not apply
any forces.

In the first experiment 18 subjects made 320 movements
in a force field withk = 12 N m−1 s−1, which we refer to as
F+12 followed immediately by 160 movements in eitherF+4
(n= 9) or the null fieldF0 (n= 9). Three catch trials, in which
the field changed toF+4, were included on trials 263, 282
and 303.

The second experiment consisted of 640 consecutive tri-
als divided into four stages labeled 1, 2, 3 and 4. Each stage
consisted of 160 trials (i.e., 20 cycles of eight trials). The vis-
cosity of the dynamic environment imposed by the manipu-
landum changed between stages. Since there was no pause
between stages, subjects were unaware of when the dynamic
environment would change. Sixteen subjects were randomly
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articipated in the study after providing written inform
onsent. The experiment was approved by the local e
ommittee. None of the subjects reported sensory or
or deficits. While seated, subjects grasped the handle
obotic manipulandum (Phantom Haptic Interface 3.0; S
ble Technologies, Woburn, MA) which they moved to tar

ocated in a horizontal plane. The targets and the positio
he hand were represented as 2 cm diameter virtual sp
sing a three-dimensional projection system. For full de
f the apparatus see[4]. The force exerted by the manip

andum on the hand was servo-controlled at 1 kHz to cr
velocity-dependent rotary force field,Fk, according to th
quation:

k = k

[
0 −1

1 0

] [
ẋ

ẏ

]
, (1)

hereFk is the vector of forces acting in the horizontal pla
˙ andẏ are velocities in the horizontal plane and the param
(N m−1 s−1) represents the viscosity of the field. The par
terk was varied to alter the dynamic environment betw
tages in the experiment. When the motors are turne
ubjects adapt to the manipulandum dynamics very qui
e consider this condition (F0) a close approximation to th

null” field.
Subjects made out-and-back movements to one of

argets from a central starting position located 10 cm b
nd 22 cm in front of the shoulder level in the subject’s m
agittal plane. The targets were equally spaced on a cir
adius 15 cm centered on the starting position and in the
ssigned to one of two groups of eight people. During sta
nd 3 the manipulandum generatedF+4. The forces subjec
xperienced in stages 2 and 4 depended on their grou
he “+8” group the forces experienced in stages 2 and 4 tr
n magnitude fromF+4 to F+12, while for the “−8” group
he forces reversed directionF+4 toF−4. Hence, all subjec
xperienced forces that, for a given velocity, differed fr
hose inF+4 by 8 N m−1 s−1 but acted in either the sam
+8 group) or the opposite (−8 group) direction. Stage 2 al
ncluded eight catch trials, in whichF+4 was temporarily
einstated. The catch trials occurred at approximately e
ntervals across stage 2. The intervals between catch
ere not exactly equal to prevent subjects anticipating w

hey would occur. Stages 3 and 4 were repetitions of sta
nd 2. After every 56 trials subjects were given a rest pe
f approximately 30 s to prevent excessive fatigue, and
as no way for subjects to anticipate the transition betw
tages.

Note that theF+12 to F+4 group in experiment 1 expe
nced the same change in force as both groups in exper
, but with no prior experience ofF+4. This allows us to
ompare the results between experiments.

The three-dimensional position of the hand (center o
anipulandum handle) was recorded at 200 Hz using th

oders of the manipulandum. To quantify learning of
elds, for each trajectory we calculated the mean abs
erpendicular displacement (MPD) from the line betw

he starting point and the target. This measure was pa
arly suitable because the forces acted perpendicular t
irection of movement.
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Learning was examined by fitting the following falling ex-
ponential model to the learning curves of individual subjects
trials:

E(i) = α + β e−(i/τ) (2)

In the model,E is the MPD on triali relative to the start of
a stage,α is a scalar offset representing a subject’s perfor-
mance learning plateau,β is the gain andτ represents the
time constant of adaptation.

We used parametric statistics except where the data devi-
ated from a normal distribution. Accordingly, we employed
non-parametric statistics when comparing time constants (τ).

In our first experiment all subjects learnedF+12 for 320
movements and were then required to learn eitherF+4 or
return to the null fieldF0. The mean absolute perpendicular
displacement (MPD) of the three catch trials, in whichF+4
was experienced, and the first trial after switching toF+4
were 0.80± 0.07 cm and 0.84± 0.07 cm.

We calculated the mean strength of the peak force applied
to the hand during each trial of experiment 1. As expected,
the magnitude of the peak forces experienced by subjects in
field F+12 (9.48± 0.38 N) were approximately three times
greater than those experienced inF+4 (2.63± 0.05 N).

The data from this experiment, for trials immediately fol-
lowing the transition toF+4 or the null fieldF0, are summa-
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Fig. 2. Typical hand paths inF+4 early and late in stage 1 of experiment 2.

which was closer toF+12 than the null field. This demon-
strates that the rapid de-adaptation effect is not entirely due
to the dynamics of the unperturbed arm being well consoli-
dated in memory and is consistent with a rapid scaling of the
learned representation ofF+12.

All subjects showed strong learning in stage 1. The first
few movements inF+4 were strongly perturbed perpendicular
to the direction of motion, resulting in looped movements, but
by the 20th cycle subjects’ hand paths were approximately
straight and directed toward the target (Fig. 2).

After adapting to the initial force field in stage 1, sub-
jects were exposed to a second field in stage 2 which ei-
ther acted with the same strength but in the opposite direc-
tion (F−4 for subjects assigned to the−8 group) or main-
tained the same direction and tripled in magnitude (F+12 for
subjects assigned to the +8 group). We calculated the mean
strength of the peak force experienced during each trial of
experiment 2. The peak forces experienced by subjects in
fieldsF+4 andF−4 were of approximately equal magnitude,
though they acted in opposite directions (2.88± 0.07 N and
2.75± 0.10 N, respectively). The peak force experienced in
field F+12 was approximately three times stronger (9.39±
0.43 N). Both groups adapted to the new field and produced
relatively straight hand paths by the end of the stage (see
Fig. 3). At the end of stage 2 the hand paths of the−8 group
were approximately as straight as they had been at the end
o
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t ired
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t d of
s
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F across
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t

ized inFig. 1 which shows that the null group (F0) adapts
lower than theF+4 group. Fitting the exponential mod
seeEq. (2)) to the first 40 individual trials of the MPD da
rom theF+4 group gave a median time constant ofτ = 2.8
lower quartile, upper quartile: 1.5, 3.4) trials (nonlinear l
quares fit, medianR2 = 0.34, minimumR2 = 0.15). Fitting
he first 40 individual trials of the MPD data from the null fie
roup gave a median time constant ofτ = 4.5 (lower quartile
pper quartile: 4.3, 5.0) trials (nonlinear least squares fit
ianR2 = 0.52, minimumR2 = 0.30). This was higher tha

or theF+4 group (Wilcoxon rank sum test onτ; P < 0.005)
ur subjects, therefore, adapted more rapidly to a novel

ig. 1. The first 40 trials after learningF+12 where the field changes to eith

+4 or the null fieldF0. Subjects take longer to adapt to the null field tha

+4. The lines indicate mean exponential fit while the shaded areas in
PD ± S.E. across subjects.
f stage 1 (pairedt test, MPD over the last three cycles;P >
.05). The hand paths of the +8 group were not as straig

he end of stage 2 as they were at the end of stage 1 (pat
est; MPD over the last three cycles;P< 0.0001). In addition
he−8 group was straighter than the +8 group at the en
tage 2 (t test, MPD over the last three cycles;P < 0.01).
ince the variability of force output increases with musc

ig. 3. Mean perpendicular displacement for all subjects averaged
ycles. Shaded regions indicate S.E. across subjects. The catch trials
he last catch trial in stage 2 and the first trial in stage 3.
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activation[5,8], we expected to see larger kinematic errors in
the +8 group, which was exposed to much stronger forces.

The magnitude of the errors elicited by the catch trials (to
F+4) increased for both groups during stage 2, though the
errors were in opposite directions. Catch trial performance
at the end of the stage was assessed by averaging the MPD
across the final catch trial in stage 2 and first trial in stage
3 (which is also effectively a catch trial). For the−8 group
the MPD over these trials was 1.06± 0.10 cm (mean± S.E.)
and for the +8 group was 1.0± 0.17 cm. Error magnitude in
the catch trials was larger than at the end of stage 1 in which
subjects were also exposed toF+4 (paired t test for each
group,P < 0.005), confirming that the learning observed in
stage 2 was not entirely due to stiffening of the arm. Catch
trial MPD at the end of stage 2 did not differ between groups
(t test,P > 0.05), indicating that the two groups had learned
a similar amount about their respective fields by the end of
stage 2. Moreover, the exponential model fit to the trial-by-
trial data from individual subjects indicated that the learning
rate in stage 2 did not differ between groups (Wilcoxon rank
sum test onτ; P > 0.05). The catch trial MPD did not differ
from the catch trials in experiment 1 (t test;P > 0.05), in
which the experienced field switched fromF+12 to F+4.

Re-adaptation to the original field, which occurred in stage
3, was much faster for subjects in the +8 group, for whom the
field in stage 2 (F ) acted in the same direction as the field in
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Fig. 4. The first 40 trials of stage 3 illustrates readaptation to the initial field
immediately after exposure to the novel field in stage 2. Rapid readaptation
is evident in the case where the field acts in the same direction as the original
field (+8 group). The +8 group improves beyond the plateau reached at the
end of stage 1 (marked with an arrow) after approximately three trials. In
contrast, the−8 group has not reached the plateau reached at the end of stage
1 after 40 trials. For the−8 group this level of performance is reached after
approximately 48 trials. The lines indicate the mean exponential fit while
the shaded areas indicate MPD± S.E. across subjects.

having more practiceF+12 and no prior exposure toF+4. The
time constant for the−8 group in stage 3 was larger than the
F+4 group in the first experiment (Wilcoxon rank sum test;
P < 0.001).

In stage 4, all subjects were re-exposed to the same field
they experienced in stage 2. The MPD in the second cycle
of stage 4 did not differ from the last cycle in stage 2 for ei-
ther group (pairedt test,P> 0.05). Applying the exponential
model to the data from stage 4 gave a median time constant of
τ = 2.57 trials for the−8 group andτ = 5.93 trials for the +8
group. There was no evidence of a difference in learning rate
in stage 4 between the groups (Wilcoxon rank sum test;P >
0.05) or between stages 2 and 4 for either group (Wilcoxon
signed rank test;P > 0.05). The data from stage 4 showed
more inter-subject variability than those from stage 2, prob-
ably because some subjects were beginning to fatigue. This
may have prevented us showing a learning rate differences in
stage 4. Nevertheless, the clear adaptation rate difference be-
tween groups that we observed in stage 3 was not apparent in
stage 4. The MPD in the first cycle of stage 4 was smaller than
that from the first cycle of stage 2 for both groups (pairedt test;
P< 0.05), indicating some retention of learning from stage 2.

De-adaptation after learning a dynamic force field is a
widely known example of rapid switching between motor
behaviors. It has been suggested that the phenomenon reveals
modularity in the neural circuitry responsible for controlling
d mic
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+12
tage 1 (F+4). For this group the MPD from the second cy

n stage 3 did not differ from the MPD from the last cy
n stage 1 (pairedt test;P > 0.05). In contrast, the−8 group
erformed worse than they had at the end of stage 1 (pat

est;P< 0.01). In fact, the−8 group did not achieve an MP
s low as in the last cycle of stage 1 until cycle 7 of sta
repeatedt tests on cycles 1–6;P > 0.05). In summary, whe
he field reversed direction in stage 2 it took approxima
ix cycles (40 trials) to readapt to the first field, but w
he field tripled in strength readaptation was complete af
ingle cycle.

Fitting an exponential model to the trial-by trial MPD d
f each subject for stage 3 showed that the median para
alues for our model wereα = 0.4,β = 0.8 andτ = 6.4 (lower
uartile, upper quartile: 3.5, 18.2) for the−8 group andα
0.4, β = 0.8 andτ = 0.4 (lower quartile, upper quartil

.2, 2.0) for the +8 group (nonlinear least squares fit; me
2 = 0.42, minimumR2 = 0.12). Data from one subject w
xcluded from this analysis because the nonlinear fittin
orithm not converge (nonlinear least squares fit;R2 < 0.05).
he time constantτ was much lower in the +8 group than
8 group (Wilcoxon rank sum test;P< 0.05) and the platea
and gainβ did not differ between groups (Wilcoxon ra

um test;P > 0.05).Fig. 4 clearly shows the difference
eadaptation rates between the two groups.τ was also lowe
n stage 3 than in stage 2 for the +8 group (Wilcoxon sig
ank test;P< 0.05) but not for the−8 group (Wilcoxon signe
ank test;P > 0.05).

The time constant for the +8 group in stage 3 did not d
rom theF+4 group in experiment 1, despite the latter gr
ynamics[7,18]. We observed that after learning a dyna
orce field, subjects took longer to de-adapt when the fo
ere turned off than to adapt to a scaled-down versio

he field that they had not experienced before. Subjects
lso much faster at adapting to a scaled down field tha
n equal and opposite field, even though the required ch

n force output was the same. Our results suggest tha
daptation is a manifestation of a more general behav
hich transitions to force fields of reduced magnitude,
cting in the same direction, are learned rapidly.
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Recent robotic control and human motor control models
have suggested modular control schemes in which an existing
set of controllers is gated either discretely, using a multiplex-
ing switch[9,10], or continuously by scaling the outputs of
the controllers[6,18]. In the latter scheme, known as amix-
ture model, switching is seen as rapid adjustment of weight-
ing factors. In the discrete model, the rate of switching only
depends on the structure of the multiplexing switch and not
on the controllers from which it derives its input. The rate
of switching in the mixture model depends on how much
the weighting parameters must change between conditions.
In a discrete model, re-adaptation to null is seen as rapidly
switching to an existing controller for the free arm, whereas
adaptation to a novel field would require gradually tuning an
existing controller (which may initially be selected by switch-
ing). Note that we assume the dynamics of the free arm are
modified minimally by the passive robot. Our results showed
that it took longer to re-adapt to the null field after learning
F+12 than to adapt to the novel fieldF+4, which is consistent
with a mixture model and is not consistent with a discrete
switching model.

If a switching model was used to switch to a new controller
when transitioning fromF+12 to F+4 or F0 then we would
expect the forces experienced and the states visited on the
first trial after the transition to be an important contextual
cue to such a transition. The size of these cues would be
s n
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on earlier experience with the field. Specifically, adaptation
is more rapid if the previous field was stronger than, and acts
in the same direction as, the original field.

Recent studies have shown that adaptation and de-
adaptation to both discretely varying[12,16] and stochas-
tically varying [11] dynamic fields can be modeled as an
autoregressive process. In these models the kinematic er-
ror on the current trial is linearly dependent on the error on
the previous trial and the strength of the field on the current
and previous trials. Such a model can not easily account for
our data. As these models are linear, transitioning between
two constant-strength fields (as in our experiment) will lead
to learning curves that are self-similar (except for a global
scaling) and therefore predict the same learning rates for all
transitions. However, we find that transitions towards weaker
fields of the same sign are faster than transitions to stronger
fields, or those with opposite signs, suggesting that a linear
model is not sufficient to account for our data.

We might explain the differences we observed in the rates
of adaptation to each field if it takes longer to learn to activate
than to deactivate a motor unit. The rate of adaptation back to
theF+4 in stage 3 of the second experiment depended on the
direction of the second field relative toF+4. SinceF−4 acts in
the opposite direction toF+4, this transition required the acti-
vation of a different set of motor units, and therefore learning
should be relatively slow. Moving inF afterF requires
t refore
l gly,
w trast,
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o did
maller for a transition betweenF+12 andF+4 than betwee
+12 andF0 so that a switching model would predict a fas

dentification when going toF0. Nevertheless, we observe
lower transition toF0 compared toF+4 suggesting that th
ize of the contextual cue is less important than the am
y which the force generated needs to decrease.

Our second experiment examined switching betw
ovel fields. Subjects learned fieldF+4, followed by one o

wo other fields (calledF+12 andF−4) which differed from
eld F+4 by ±8 N m−1 s−1. The two groups each learn
heir second field at approximately the same rate and
ibited similar aftereffects, indicating that the fields wer
omparable difficulty. When the second field acted in
pposite direction to the initial fieldF−4, adaptation back t
+4 occurred slowly; at approximately the same rate as in
daptation. When the second field wasF+12 which acted in

he same direction as, but was stronger than,F+4 adaptation
ccurred much faster. Finally, when subjects were exp

o the same field they experienced in stage 2 for a se
ime (in stage 4), adaptation occurred at approximately
ame rate as initial adaptation in both groups. The +8 g
as no faster to adapt toF+4 in stage 3 of experiment 2 th
ubjects in experiment 1. This was despite having prior e
ience withF+4 and less practice atF+12 than those in the firs
xperiment. The rapid adaptation we observed in switch
rom F+12 to F+4 is therefore probably not due to subje
aintaining, and switching back to, the representation ofF+4

hat they learned on their initial exposure. These results
est that the rate of adaptation to a novel field depends o
elative magnitude and direction of the previous field and
+4 +12
he set of same muscles to produce less force and the
argely requires the deactivation of motor units. Accordin
e observed faster adaptation on this transition. In con

he shift fromF+4 to F+12 by the +8 group in stage 4 r
uired leaning to reactivate motor units. Our results cle
howed rapid adaptation in the transition fromF+12 to F+4,
ut not fromF+4 to F+12. Additionally, in experiment 1 th
hift fromF+12 to null required the deactivation of more m
or units thanF+4, which explains why both transitions we
elatively rapid, though the transition to null was the slowe
he two. Hence, all the major differences in adaptation
e observed in our two experiments might be explained

his simple hypothesis.
Because variability in force output increases with m

ular activation[5,8], we expected to see larger kinema
rrors inF+12 than inF−4, even when both fields had be

earned to a similar extent. To confirm that equal amoun
earning had taken place we examined the kinematic aft
ects at the end of learning.F+12 andF−4 differed fromF+4
y ±8 N m−1 s−1, so we expected to observe approxima
irror symmetric kinematic errors when each group retu

oF+4. The results showed that the catch trials were of e
agnitude (Fig. 3, bars in stage 2), though opposite in dir

ion, demonstrating that learning in stage 2 was simila
oth groups.

Analogous rapid adaptation effects have not been obs
hen making reaching movements under visuomotor t

ormations. Wigmore et al.[17] performed an experime
here the subjects alternated between visuomotor rota
f various magnitudes. In contrast with our results, they
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not find rapid adaptation between any two rotations, including
transitions back to the null rotation. Abeele and Bock have
also found evidence for gradual, non-modular, transitions be-
tween visuomotor rotations[1,2]. These findings highlight
the considerable differences in how we learn dynamic and
kinematic (visuomotor) tasks.

The results we have presented show that subjects some-
times adapt to novel force fields faster than they de-adapt
when the forces are turned off. This occurs when subjects
learn a novel force field followed by a scaled down version
of the same field. Subjects also adapt to a scaled down field
faster than to an equal and opposite field. This suggests a
general behavior whereby subjects adapt to reduced forces
very quickly but take longer to adapt to stronger forces and
forces acting in a different direction. While the causes for
this behavior require further investigation, we suggest that it
might be explained if it takes longer to learn to activate than
to deactivate a motor unit.
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